Who We Are

The Ohio Chapter, American Academy of Pediatrics promotes the health, safety and well-being of children and adolescents so they may reach their full potential. The Ohio AAP accomplishes this by addressing the needs of children, their families, and their communities, and by supporting Chapter members through advocacy, education, research, service, and improving the systems through which they deliver pediatric care.

What We Do

- **24/7**: Advocacy at the Statehouse, fighting for Ohio’s children and pediatricians
- **3k**: Approximate number of active members available for support, participating in child health programs and united advocacy
- **865k**: Children impacted by Ohio AAP Quality Improvement and CME programs in the past year
- **4**: Quarterly publications updating you on current issues, new research, education opportunities and more
- **48k**: Bike helmets distributed to Ohio’s children since 2011 with the help from more than 500 partner organizations
- **10k**: Products distributed to Ohio families by staff and pediatricians in order to keep children safe and healthy in the past year